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1. Introduction

It is my purpose, at the end of this workshop, to inform you about our progress, at
TRIUMF, toward KAON funding, and especially to convince our Italian and European
participants that the Canadian KAON Factory is on the way. It has been a great
pleasure during the past three days to hear about the great interest here in hadronic
physics and especially in antiprotons. It is now time to begin to think about KAON
cxjicriinents.

Earlier speakers have spoken about the KAON facility and its five rings. Let me
i also remind you about the fact that Vancouver and TRIUMF, though nine time zones
• away from Torino, are located in a Mediterranean setting and are very hospitable and

congenial to European scientists. We know you will come.
In engaging the interest of the world's medium-energy physics community in

KAON during the past year TRIUMF has sponsored or co-sponsored almost a dozen
^ KAON workshops. These are:

I • Rare Decays and CP Violation (TRIUMF, Vancouver, Canada)
lil Nov 30-Dcc 3, 1988

Spin Physics (TRIUMF) Feb 15-16, 1989
Hadron Spectroscopy (TRIUMF) Fcb 20-21, 1989
Joint JHP/KAON (KEK, Japan) Apr 3-4, 1989
Neutrino Physics (Montreal, Canada) May 24, 1989
Physics at KAON (Bad Honncf, Germany) Jun 7-9, 1989
Hypcrnuclear Physics at KAON (KEK, Japan) Jun 17-18, 1989
Spin and Symmetries (TRIUMF) Jun 30-Jul 2, 1989
Users Workshop (TRIUMF) Jul 10-11, 1989
Low-Energy Muon Science at Large Accelerators (TRIUMF)
Jul 19-21, 1989

• Intense Hadron Sources and Antiproton Physics (Torino, Italy)
Oct 23-25, 1989

The various KAON science workshops rover a wide range of science commen-
surate with the wide range of science opportunities that KAON will provide. This
great diversity of science then raises a number of questions: what is KAON? What will



its main experimental facilities be? Will KAON accommodate the antiproton physics
which is the central focus of this workshop?

KAON is intended to be the world's central facility for hadronic physics. As an
international facility its program and experimental facilities will be determined by the
advisory boards for KAON drawn from its global participants. With its great range of
opportunities it will have an evolving program hopefully addressing the most important
physics issues of the day. Considering the science heard at this workshop those facilities
should certainly include provision for intense beams of antiprotons from 2 GeV/c to
7 GeV/c.

Canada will not dominate KAON's science and the various participating nations
should be able to find in KAON program areas strongly identified with their own
national interests. It is not a question of whether Canada considers KAON as an
implement for pursuing rare decays or, alternatively, for elucidating the role of QCD in
determining the properties of hadronic systems. There will be room, in KAON, for both
of those views and many others. The Bad Honnef meeting, though quite general in its
title as given above, devoted almost 60% of its invited papers to hadron spectroscopy,
using various KAON beams. This could well be a focus of the German community at
KAON. The KAON workshop in Japan was devoted to hypernuclei for which Japanese
scientists could well play a leading role. The option is open for Italian scientists, with
their present strong interest in hadronic physics with antiproton beams at CERN, to
dominate antiproton physics at KAON. KAON is yours! Make of it what you will.
Don't insist that others necessarily have the same view.

2. KAON and the HERA model

At many of the KAON workshops around the world I have had the opportunity
to discuss how the HERA model is being used to internationalize KAON. Internation-
alization is the key to the KAON funding decision which will be made by Canada. I
propose here again, at this final KAON workshop of 1989, to review where we are on
the road to KAON funding by describing our path along the road toward internation-
alization. All of us at this workshop need to clearly understand how sure we are that
KAON is on the way. My discussion for this purpose will involve once again recounting
the application of the HERA model to KAON. I will need to begin with a fairly general
description of the models for internationalization and of the HERA model itself.

To place the HERA model in perspective I discuss also two other models for the
internationalization of large science projects. This classification, which I have presented
throughout this year at many conferences, is as follows:

1) The "CERN model" is one in which a number of countries pool resources, usually
through some appropriate formula, and jointly have legal and financial control.
This model was pioneered by the European countries for CERN but has since also
been used for European Space Agency (ESA), the European Southern Observa-
tory (ESO), the French-British-German high-flux reactor at Grenoble (ILL), the
large European fusion project (JET) and other science projects.

2) The "National Plus model". In this model (whose name we have invented) a sin-
gle host nation dominates the science but invites other nations to participate in
the science. Because the host nation dominates, it usually does not require com-
mitments from foreign partners before making its own funding decision. There
are many examples: the SSC project in the United States, the existing TRIUMF
project in Canada, UNK in the USSR, KEK in Japan, Gran Sasso in Italy, etc.

3) The "HERA model" applies to projects which are intrinsically international - no
nation dominates. It is an alternative to the CERN model. One nation hosts the
fivcility, accepts legal and financial reponsibility, but counts on foreign partners



for construction contributions. The host nation pays the normal operating costs.
The "HERA model" was pioneered by West Germany for its HERA project and
modified in important ways for KAON. It involves rather formal steps which
we describe below. For example, because the host nation does not dominate the
science of the facility, it requires a clear statement of intent from its foreign
partners before it makes a final funding decision. The "HERA model" probably
works only for cases in which the host nation's share of the science lies between
25 and 50%. If more than 50%, it would likely choose the "National Plus" route.
If less than 25%, it would likely seek to follow the "CERN model".

The appeal of the HERA model to the Canadian KAON proponents involves
some factors which were special for our case, but there are also some general factors
which may apply to future European projects. Canada joined the Economic Summit
Nations (G7) at the same time as Italy. In being connected to the world effort in
particle physics and nuclear physics Canada needs a strong home base and it benefits,
iu establishing its national identity, in having the approbation of the large nations
which are its summit partners. There is no approbation stronger than construction
contributions. For KAON, a major advantage in the search for its federal funding is
that it will help to put Canada on the world map as a nation which counts in science.

We did not start out claiming the world's KAON Factory or adopting the HERA
model. The two ideas evolved together. TRIUMF's initial proposal (1985) was for a
CiLiiudian KAON Factory, cognizant of the fact that proposals for similar facilities were
evolving in the U.S.A., in Europe and in Japan. When the Canadian KAON proposal
WIIS reviewed by an international committee, in 1986, it recommended that one KAON
Factory was urgently needed and that Canada had the opportunity to provide it.

Unlike Germany's HERA, which did not face such international competition to
begin with, we initiated a series of steps which became our version of the HERA model
and which had the rather miraculous two-fold effect of simultaneously making us clearly
the first in the field for the world KAON Factory and also greatly augmenting the case
for Canadian funding.

We clearly had conditions under which the HERA model could prosper. Viewed
as a world KAON Factory it was clear from the outset that Canada would likely provide
only a third of the 800 or so users envisaged for such a facility. Yet Canada would need
to provide two-thirds of the construction costs and all the operating costs.

Perhaps surprisingly, this was a win-win situation for both Canada and its foreign
partners. Canada would have its home base and an inflow of people and ideas and the
opportunity of reciprocating the welcome its scientists received at facilities abroad;
KAON's foreign partners would have full access to a KAON Factory at a fraction of
the cost (and without any operating costs) and be able to focus more easily on their
own national program. It was compelling arithmetic. Consequently we initiated the
following steps which constitute our uniquely Canadian version of the HERA model:

i) The host country has an interesting idea for a big science facility and prepares a
proposal. Canada did this for its KAON Facility in September 1985.

ii) The host country makes an initial exploration abroad of foreign interest in its
facility. Canada did this for KAON in November and December 1987, and found
very strong interest abroad.

iii) The host country having explored abroad declares its serious intention about
the matter. This statement of intention for creating the KAON Factory was the
Project Definition Study of July 1988.

iv) The host country formally consults abroad, intending to achieve something close
to letters of intent before it makes its own final commitment. Canada is now iu
the final stages of this process for KAON.



v) The host country makes its decision and then completes its agreements vi'.h its
foreign partners. This should happen for KAON in mid 1990.

In its exploration (step ii) of foreign interest in KAON, two years ago, Canada
visited Washington, Tokyo, Bonn, Rome and London. This yielded widespread support
fur such a Canadian facility. It was viewed as not only excellent physics but also the
opportunity for Canada to become a major player in particle physics. The foreign
nations encouraged Canada to make a commitment to KAON of sufficient magnitude
to initiate the round of consultations now taking place.

In May 1988 the Working Group in High-Energy Physics of the G7 countries
again encouraged Canada and defined the step then needed for Canada to be taken
seriously. The following extract from the minutes of that Vancouver meeting is self
explanatory: "Canada reported on progress since last year on it* proposal to build a KAON
Factory at TRIUMF. International collaboration on construction funding has been explored
with encouraging results, and a decision by Ottawa appears near on the final project definition
studies (HIM) including negotiations with foreign partners. The Working Group reaffirmed
last year's conclusion that there is a very good scientific case for a machine of this type for the
sound development of high-energy physics. It also concluded that an early decision by Canada
to proceed with its KAON Factory would be very welcome and it encouraged Canada to seek
interest and engagement from the international community. It was noted that other projects,
such as the Japanese Hadron Facility, would explore interesting fields complementary to the
KAON Factory.'

The Canadian Project Definition Study followed in July of 1988.
Canada's exploration (step ii) for KAON had the unexpected effect of foreign

countries being so eager to help that the competing proposals in Japan, the U.S.A.
and Europe went off the table, leaving KAON, at present alone in the field. This bald
statement is, of course, an oversimplification. Important proposals for complementary
hndronic physics facilities abroad are bound to emerge, including, we hope, here in
Italy. The strongest "clearing of the air" occurred in the U.S.A. where the Feshbach
Committee strongly recommended U.S. participation in Canada's KAON rather than
proceeding with the AHP proposal of Los Alamos. Because of the location of KAON,
the U.S.A. is naturally the lynch-pin for international support.

There are some rough guidelines to the level of support which might be sought
from international partners under the HERA model. Usually about a third of the
construction costs pertain to civil construction (buildings, tunnels, cables, etc.) which
are not of significant interest to foreign partners. The remaining two-thirds is mostly
high-technology components, some of which the host country wants to provide in order
to stimulate its domestic industry. One is then led naturally to a 50-50 split of these
components between the host country and its partners. That is why we sought one-
third of KAON's construction costs from abroad. Further, it is much more attractive
for foreign partners to provide components rather than cash. We are having a first
meeting in Vancouver next week (in November) in which the various foreign partners
can express their interests in specific KAON components.

Allocating the total of one-third of construction costs among the various foreign
partners is somewhat arbitrary. For its HERA, Germany took a first cut at this in
terms of the Gross National Product (GNP) of prospective partners. We felt that
geography and also national science profiles were sufficiently strong modifying factors
to warrent a completely different approach. FVom the science communities abroad which
hud formulated the competing proposals we had a pretty good idea of the size of the
community in each country for KAON Factory physics. We felt we could roughly
estimate how science interest would diminish with distance. Therefore, we chose to
establish target levels of support for various countries based roughly on our estimate of
how many users for KAON that country would provide. The inexorable arithmetic then
says that if foreign partners provide about two-thirds (~500) of the KAON scientists



--.fa pay one-third (~$200M, in 1987 Canadian dollars) of construction costs, we should
estimate contributions of about $0.4M per foreign participant. This set the following
target figures: U.S.A. (S100M), Japan ($50M), Europe ($50M). As we approach the
required assurances in our foreign consultations (step iii) these targets continue to be
realistic.

3. Where we are with KAON funding

KAON funding has been pushed forward by the strength of its physics - a good
slice of which we have seen at this workshop - and the pressure of Ihe international
and Canadian scientific communities to get at that physics. There are many milestones
that make us optimistic about the goal being attained.

In the U.S.A., Carl Dover told us how the U.S. Long-Range Plan for Nuclear
Physics reaffirmed the finding of the Feshbach Committee and strongly urged U.S.
participation in KAON. That plan was prepared by the U.S. community last August
and its principal KAON recommendation is as follows:

NSAC recently endorsed the fundamental and exciting scientific opportunities that will
become available with a high-intensity, multi-GeV hadron facility. These opportunities
will extend our knowledge both of the strong force, which determines the nuclear dynam-
ics based on quarks and gluons, and of the electwweak force, which provides stringent
tests of the basic laws governing subatomic phenomena. The Canadian invitation for
U.S. participation in the construction of an international research facility, KAON, with
Canada providing full support for the operation of the facility, provides an exception-
ally cost-effective way for the U.S. nuclear science community to address this important
physics in a timely fashion. We recommend with very high priority that the U.S. enter
into negotiations with Canada to participate in the construction and use of KA ON.

This recommendation is important not only because of the high priority it give to U.S.
KAON participation, but also because of its emphasis on cost effectiveness. We are
then optimistic that when we visit Washington in January the U.S.A. will strongly
express its intentions to provide KAON with the target level of S100M.

For Japan internationalization of science is important but newer. [Japan, for
example, was not a partner for Germany's HERA.] The Ejiri Committee, like the U.S.
Feshbach Committee, has recently strongly endorsed the science of KAON and also
Japan's active participation in Canada's project. Our workshops in Japan have been
very successful in stimulating the interest of Japan's scientists in KAON. Last month
the Japanese Prime Minister visited TRIUMF. We are confident that Japanese KAON
support will develop.

In Europe we have benefitted from the driving interest of the strong community
which backed EHF and from Canada's natural European proclivities. In many Reids
Canada as a nation balances its U.S. involvement with European involvement. Thus
Canada is a HERA partner and also the only non-European associate member of the
European Space Agency. With KAON Canada will, for the first time, become a serious
participant in the world effort in particle physics - it will "join the club" - and then,
in the future, become a stronger partner in Europe in our field.

In Germany the government, the community and the Specht Committee all
strongly endorsed German participation in Canada's KAON. Our Dad Honnef work-
shop in June reinforced that support. The German government has counted the nuclear
physicists directly interested in working at KAON and it has designated two German
laboratories (DESY and KfA Julich) as responsible for German involvement. There
appears to be no question about major German support. We expect significant but
smaller support from France and, of course, Italy.

We know that the number of Italian scientists likely to work at KAON does
depend strongly on the evolution of antiproton opportunities in Europe and on com-



plcmentary hadron facilities in Italy. In any scenario we shall be the best place for fast
antiuucleons. We believe that at very minimum several strong Italian teams will want
to come to Vancouver, not only for antiprotons.

With foreign support rapidly becoming in hand, the final funding action falls on
Canada. We already have firm commitments from the province of British Columbia for
the tunnels and buildings - about one-sixth of KAON'B total construction costs. The
federal government will then need to provide only one-half. The case is compelling. We
expect the technical studies of the Project Definition Study (SUM, and to be completed
in February 1990) to give a strong affirmation of KAON design. The world will tell
Canada it is waiting to participate. Having formally engaged the world's interest how
can Canada say no.

With expected approval in mid or late 1990 we then expect first KAON beams
five years later, at the end of 1995. Start now to think of experiments in Vancouver at
that time.


